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By Thane Rosenbaum : How Sweet It Is!  we enjoy spoiling our customers with the best flavor and ripeness they 
can get anywhere our aflatoon products are specially prepared from the finest quality desi ghee and pure ingredients 
these include mawa eggs sugar rawa ghee dry fruits and kishmish How Sweet It Is!: 

https://bnxylvasf.firebaseapp.com/file.html?id=MTk0MjEzNDAxMA==


6 of 6 review helpful 10 out of 5 stars By Customer sol Thane Rosenbaum got it just right in every aspect of this 
glorious book He captured the location and period perfectly Likewise the political and meteorological climate He 
created unreal characters that for those of us in the second hand smoke generation were perhaps too real Through the 
eyes of a pre adolescent he was spot on depicting the mixed emotions Fans of the greater Miami megalopolis rejoice 
Finally there s a novel that nails your part of the world mdash Gary Shteyngart author of Absurdistan and Super Sad 
True Love Story It s hard to resist raising a toast to a book that shows Meyer Lansky Frank Sinatra Isaac Bashevis 
Singer and Muhammad Ali at a Little League Baseball game umpired by Fidel Castro As Gleason would say And 
awaaaay we go mdash The Washington Post How Sweet It Is brilliantly and hilariously captures the Miami of 1972 
Huffington Post Rosenbaum rsquo s writing is a joy to read The story digs deeper and parses out that nostalgia in an 
unflinchingly funny novel The character of Miam 
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